Heavy Duty Utility Hanging Scale Instructions

Note: Your scale will not be set at zero after removing from box. You must adjust your scale to zero before using. Please read complete instructions before using.

Instructions
1. Insert a hook at top of scale.
2. Hang scale from a safe, secure weighing location. Be sure that weighing location will support the capacity of the scale and item(s) to be weighed.
3. Insert a hook at bottom of scale and attach weight container. (Model 3328 only: insert a hook at top of scale.) Note: Weight container not included. Taylor model 3305N sold separately. Only use weight containers equipped to handle the capacity of your scale.
4. To adjust pointer to zero, turn adjustment knob. Readjust to zero as needed.
5. Apply item(s) being weighed slowly and evenly into weight container. Do not drop item(s) being weighed into weight container. Do not release item(s) being weighed until the pointer has stopped at a weight reading. DO NOT OVERLOAD.
6. Read weight.

Cleaning Instructions
To clean your Taylor Utility Hanging Scale, use a non-abrasive cleaner and soft cloth to lightly wipe exterior surface only.

Scoop Accessory
To use the Taylor model 3305N scoop accessory (sold separately), remove items from box. Loosen screw on smaller metal hanger base. Match up the hole in the hanger base with the square end of the longer hanger section. Tighten screw. Hang base from the scale’s hook. Rest metal tray on base for use.